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Introduction
What this eBook About ?

This is a dictionary book about the basic terms inside
the BDSM community.

Why did I decide to do this book ?

With the popularity of "50 shade of gray" movie, a lot
of BDSM sites raised from scratch. Most of them are
here only to be moneymakers (as fantasy fulfills) and
they also include"BDSM Dictionary" with personal
commentary for basic terms - Those Dictionaries
wrong and misleading, therefore doing damage to the
real good community. I find the lack of knowledge
damaging the community standards and therefore I
am trying to correct them.

What did I basically do ?

I examined a lot of BDSM dictionaries over the
internet and found only two, almost reliable ones with
neat language - without self opinions.
I took the basic headlines out of them and
put/change/summarized/write the right interpretation
that it will fit a dictionary-style.

How can I write this type of book ?

I have been engaging BDSM for over 13 years now. I
am not new to the terms here and I grew up into what
I am because of this knowledge. I have written many
scientific papers in the past, this is no other.Ma
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What sources did I use ?

Eventually, I used Wikipedia USA and Wikipedia
Israel to retrieve the basic terms most people discuss
in their daily life.

A few notes:

This dictionary is an eBook only.
It is done in my private time and no charge will be
taken for the current edition.
Because it is an eBook it will not present "entry list"
at the end - instead, you can press "ctrl +f" to
search what you seek for.
If a term is missing and/or misspelling and/or has
writing errors, you are more than welcome to notify
me about it - you can visit my site:
www.MasterISR.com at any time and contact me
there (Eng/Heb).
The book will have the "Thank You" page at the
end and any copyrights will be mentioned there.
Please do not remove the rights from it, I worked
hard on it.

I wish you a pleasant

readingMa
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A

2-An

A BDSM relationship around the clock.

24/7:
2

Using rough items on the skin like sandpaper.

Abrasion:

Refers to the time after a session ends. A session

can be tough mentally and physically, therefore

the dominant should take care of the submissive

afterward, for example; discussing the session

(mentally) or taking care of wounds (physically).

Aftercare:

Refers to daddy/daughter or mommy/baby role

play (usually without aspects of incest).

Ageplay:

The sub simulates an animal (puppy, cat, pony,

dog, etc) by using outfits and/or sexual items,

sound imitations, makeup. Those roleplays done

usually as kink but some for mental training.

Animal Roleplay:
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The slave is offered to the highest bidder on

a public auction. It is done under supervision

and usually they are given for a temporary time.

Auctioned off:

See value "Foot Whipping".

Bastinado:

Initials that present the kink community

(Bondage/Discipline, Dominance/Submission,

Sadism/Masochism).

BDSM:

Restraining another person with ropes.

- See value "Kinbaku".

- See site page "Bondage / Knotting".

Bondage:

Au-Bo

B

Someone who receives stimulation from

another (not necessarily submissive).

Bottom:
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Br-Col

The dominant controls the submissive’s

breathing.

Breath control:

C
Item that warns around the neck by

submissives, dominants and for animal play.

For experienced people the it imply who is the

person, status and availability.

Collar:

Usually refers to submissive who has an

opinion about everything - they often being

punished..

Brat:

Permanent slave marking - tattoo, burning,

special earrings, etc.

Branding:

The ceremony when one accepts the other after

a long period of training and/or loyalty, by

putting a collar to their neck (Dom/Sub,

Master/Slave, Trainer/Animal).

Collaring:
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Con-D

An agreement between the dominant and

submissive (can be either formal or non). It

highlights the limits, rules, mini agreements,

etc.

Contract:

To dresses like the opposite gender - only for a

temporary time.

Crossdresser:

Mutual agreement to the terms of a scene or

ongoing BDSM relationship.

Consent:

A mutual agreement between experienced

partners that a session can be done freely and

without a certain plan. It indicates a high level

of physically/mentally trust between the two.

Consensual non-consensuality:

D
A play or relationships that involve an erotic

power exchange.

D/S (Dominance/Submission):
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Dm-Du

A feeling of deflation/slight depression that

comes after a session, party, convention, or

conference (can happen to kinksters of any

role).

Drop:

A person who supervises the interactions

between participants at a BDSM event to

enforce house rules. They sometimes also play

cruise director to keep/get the party going.

DM (Dungeon Monitor):

Man who exercises control.

Dom (Dominant):

Woman who exercises control. many younger

female dominants prefer to use the nongendered

terms (Dom/Dominant).

Domme (Dominatrix):

Room, party or area with BDSM equipment

and play space.

Dungeon:
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E-Fig

Putting the risk at the top priority. Examples

include fireplay, gunplay, rough body

play, breath play, and bloodplay.

Edgeplay:
E

F

A specific obsession or delight in one object or

experience.

Fetish:

The practice of inserting a piece of ginger root

into the anus or vagina.

Figging:

A dom will make sub feminized by giving him

the proper quality (names, clothes, makeup,

behavior).

Feminization:
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G

Torture of the genital.

-See value "Torture Games".

Genitorture:

Urination on or being urinated on, by another

person.

Golden showers:

A toy for controlling and/or training the mouth

capabilities also referred as gag-ball.

Gag:

Inserting a hand (fist) into the vagina or

rectum.

Fisting:

The act of whipping slave/sub feet with or

without bondage.

Foot-Whipping (aka Bastinado):

Using fire as an implement of BDSM, sub-

category of Temperature Play with high

demand.

-See value "Temperature Play".

Fire play:

Fir-Gol
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Gor-Ha

The practice of including actual (or simulated)

firearms in a session.

Gunplay:

Visible signs to indicate to others your area of

BDSM interest; a color worn on the left

indicates a top, on the right indicates a bottom.

Handkerchief Codes:

What someone absolutely will not do;

non-negotiable.

- See value "Limits".

Hard limits:

H

A group of subs serving one or more dominants

Harem:

One's main goal is to pursuit pleasure.

Hedonist:

A subgenre based upon the rituals and practices

created within the world of Gor in

the erotic novels by John Norman.

Gorean:
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Ho-Kinb

I
Dealing with impact such as whips, riding

crops, paddles, floggers, etc.

-See value "Sensation Play".

Impact play:

Parent/child or parent/baby role playing.

Infantilism:

K
Animal roleplay where the animal being

roleplayed is a dog.

-See value "Animal Play".

K-9 roleplay:

Means “the beauty of tight binding”. Kinbaku is

a Japanese style of bondage or BDSM.

-See site page "Bondage / Knotting" for more

information.

Kinbaku (aka Shibair):

The practice of a specific bondage.

-See value "Kinbaku".

-See site page "Bondage / Knotting".

Hogtie:
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Kink-M

L
What is accepted to do or not do between two

participants.

-See value "Hard Limits".

-See value "Soft Limits".

Limits:

An extreme form of D/S which usually

involves a 24/7 relationship rather than a short

period of time.

M/S (Master/Slave):

Slow, methodical sensation of the bottom with

the edges and points of knives, usually without

cutting the skin. Sub-category of edgeplay with

high demand.

Knife play:

M

One's who enjoys sexual kinky activities.

Kinkster:
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Ma-Ne

Immobilizing the body by wrapping it up,

usually with multiple layers of tight thin plastic

sheeting. It is often done to enhance a feeling of

total bodily helplessness, and incorporated with

sensation play. This is a sub-category of

"Bondage".

Mummification:

A group of people who are into BDSM meeting

at a “vanilla” place, in street-appropriate attire.

Munch:

Person who enjoys pain, usually sexually.

Masochist:

N
Piercings done with sterile needle.

-See value "Edgeplay".

Needle play:

Act of receiving pain for sensual/sexual

pleasure.

Masochism:
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No-Pain

It refers to a specific spanking.

-See value "Spanking".

OTK (Over The Knee):

Means "serve (sushi foods) on the female body"

- originally from Japan.

Nyotaimori:

O

A mentally/physically pain desired to achieve

goals (raise endorphins, education, etc). "Bad

pain" can transform into a "Good pain"

involving dopamine and endorphin that way the

level of enjoyment will go over the expected.

Pain:
P

A traditionally Japanese form of BDSM often

involving nose hooks.

-See value "Torture Game".

Nose torture:
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Pains-Pl

Recurrent, intense, sexually arousing fantasies,

sexual urges, or behaviors generally involving

non-human objects, the suffering or humiliation

of oneself or one’s partner, children, and non-

consenting persons. Some experts say when

sexual fetish interfering with normal life, it

becomes a paraphilia.

Paraphilia:

A sexual practice in which a woman penetrates

a man’s anus with a strap-on dildo.

Pegging:

A BDSM event involving many people

engaging in scenes.

Play party:

A person who enjoys receiving a

heavy degree of pain but may or may not

necessarily enjoy submitting.

Painslut:
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Rro-Su

Sub simulates a pup using outfit, makeup and

barks. This play is sexual but also mind

training.

-See value "Animal Play".

Pup-Play:

Torture of the female genitals for sexual

gratification.

Pussy Torture:

Primary, one's who is aware of the rules but

ignores. Led only by basic instincts; Like an

animal.

Primal:

Sub simulates a pony using outfit, makeup, and

sound. Also, an anal plug added (contains a

tail).

-See value "Animal Play".

Ponygirl or Ponyboy:

Male dom who charges money.

ProDom (Professional Dominant):

Female domme who charges money.

ProDomme (Professional Dominitrix):
Ma
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R-Sad

The act of inflicting pain.

Sadism:

Person who enjoys inflicting pain, usually

sexually.

Sadist:

The One that is sadist and masochist.

Sadomasochist:

S
The pleasurable fantasy of inflicting or being a

victim to an act of consensual play-rape.

Rape Fantasy (ravishment):

These Initials mainly used by BDSM members who

allow certain risky sexual behaviors between

themselves. They present it as a philosophy which

means some certain higher risk can be taken even if

they are not sane to the normal human mind.

RACK (Risk Aware Consensual Kink):

R
Ma
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Saf-Ser

BDSM play where the intent is to push people’s

sensory limits, thus exploring texture, sensory

deprival, through to whips, flagellation and

edgeplay.

Sensation play:

A person who enjoys performing a service in a

sexual or BDSM environment.

Service-Oriented Submission:

A time period of BDSM activities also known

as "session" in some countries.

- “The Scene” used to refer to the BDSM

community.

Scene:

Feces play (considered fetish, some experts

considered it paraphilia).

Scat play:

A codeword a bottom/submissive can use to

force BDSM activity to stop – can be used

anywhere at anytime.

Safeword:
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Sex-So

Not a red line. Something someone is willing to

do after being convince (oppsite to Hard-

Limit).

-See value "Limits".

Soft Limits:

A person who consensually gives up total

control to their Master - whom who gives up

upon the right to choose (Not to be mistaken

with submissive).

Slave:

A male bottom/submissive

who has been feminized or is in the process

(not to be confused with

crossdresser). The end of the process is staying

sissy or become transgendert or ranssexual.

Sissy:

keeping another person aroused for a long

period of time without orgasm. An act of total

control.

Sexual Denial:
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Sub-Sw

Someone who likes being

both (Top/Bottom, Dom/Sub, Master/Slave),

either in one scene or on different occasions.

Switch:

A term for a positive mental state of mind that a

submissive can be found in - similar to drugs.

Subspace:

Unlike slave, submissive do not give up on

everything right away. The person only gives

up control upon certain things (in bed, in the

house, etc) and after negotiations - a sub can be

brat.

-See value "Brat".

Submissive:

A sub category of "Drop", where a submissive

("sub") can be found in a "Drop" state of mind.

-See value "Drop".

Subdrop:
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T-Tn

A tag commonly used by groups and

organizations which cater to younger people

involved in BDSM, typically ages 18–35 -

mainly used in USA / Germany.

TNG (The Next Generation):

See value "Torture Games".

Tit Torture:

Anything that includes items that can change

the body's temperature instantly, water, oil,

molten wax, ice, chocolate syrup, whipped

cream, melted butter, chilled fresh fruit and

steamed vegetables.

Temprature Play:

24/7 Male dominance in monogamous

marriage, with or without BDSM aspects.

Taken in Hand:
T

-See value "Sexual Denial".

Tease and Denial:
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To-Tr

When a Dom/Owner taking action to teach

their Sub/Pet - can be done anywhere at any

time.

Training:

Mainly for Dom/Owner who took

submissive/pet to their care and eventually

made them fully or almost fully slaves.

TPE (Total Power Exchange):

A play that meant to raise the level of

endorphins and dopamine, therefore the level

of enjoyment raise. Some games meant for

beginners and some are for experienced users -

every body part can be tortured (feet, hands.

genitals, nose, etc).

Torture Game:

Whom who does the action and will always be

on the upper hand - will never be humiliated

(unlike Dom who can give order to a sub to use

a strap-on on him).

Top:
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V-Wi

A term referring to all forms of alternative

sexuality - mainly used by senior community

members.

WIITWD (What It Is That We Do):

Education tool and/or inflict pain. It comes in

many variations.

-See value "See value "Impact Play".

Whip:

The owner drips hot wax on the owned.

-See value "Temperature play".

Wax play:
W

Someone who is not into BDSM. 

Vanilla:
V
Ma
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Thank You
Just before the end:

This ebook has been a pain to do, it took a lot of time
- a lot of people exmained it and gave their opnions
and I would like to thank them all for helping.

Credits & Copyrights:

Wikipedia USA: some term were taken right away
from there because there was nothing to change,
some were summarized and some were re-written.
To the free (anonymously) writers, thank you, if
you wrote it well it has been taken completely.
Wikipedia Israel: Although I have not copied
directly from there, I have used the title terms to
explore what is "hot" and "in" and therefore must
be inside my dictionary.
To my wife, whom I am Taken in Hand with,
supports, gives and loves this world so much - my
ultimate explorer.
To the slave/subs/sissy I know, you all inspired me
to give you an exact dictionary to learn from - every
day you teach me something new (even though
you are not belong to me), it is my time to give
back.
To my fans, the people who give me positive
comments about my site, the people who give me
constructive criticism - I thank you all.Ma
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